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GETTING TO THE ROOT OF THE MATTER

New Products

Ginger drops: The ginger plant has a long
history of uses in traditional health practices
and continues to be trusted for its soothing
properties. doTERRA Ginger Drops deliver
the benefits of CPTG® Ginger essential oil in
the convenience of a natural lozenge. The
sweet and spicy flavor of Ginger is blended
with a splash of Lemon essential oil to boost
the benefits and flavorful profile of the
lozenge. When experiencing occasional
moments of nausea associated with motion,
the properties of the Ginger Drop help ease
uncomfortable feelings and settle the
stomach. The internal benefits of Ginger also
promote healthy digestion and help ease
occasional stomach discomfort and
indigestion. Retail: $16 / Wholesale $12

energetic mood to help you focus on your
day. Baking soda free. Retail: $11.67 /
Wholesale $8.75

April Promotions
In the month of April, when you place an LRP
order of 125 PV or greater before April 15,
you will receive Breathe Touch 10 mL FREE!
You can also purchase Triease softgels all
month long at a discount of 10% off.

Brevi Marble Diffuser & Citrus Bloom oil:
For a limited time only, get the Brevi Marble
Diffuser with Citrus Bloom™!
Limit 4 per household
Retail: $58.67 / Wholesale: $44.00
Citrus Bloom also available separately.Citrus
Bloom is the perfect fusion of Wild Orange,
Grapefruit, Lavender, Roman Chamomile,
and Magnolia essential oils. This blend
combines the brightness of citrus peels
layered with freshly cut florals. Greek Wild
Orange and Pink Grapefruit essential oils
deliver the sunny and fresh aromatic notes of
Citrus Bloom, which uplift and energize while
helping to reduce feelings of tension.
The Brevi diffuser can run for five hours
continuously and 10 hours intermittently.
Sarah Peterson, BCHHP, DHP

Douglas Fir & Greek Orange Deodorant:
This gentle formula with Douglas Fir and
Greek Orange features magnesium to
actively protect against odor while tapioca
absorbs moisture for long-lasting freshness.
The sweet, refreshing aroma of Douglas Fir
and Greek Orange promotes a positive,
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*EXTENDED*
Earn a FREE Deep Blue® Rub and Deep Blue
5 mL by placing any single 200 PV order from
March 1 through April 15th.Limit of four per
account, per household. Limit one free item
per order.

